NOTICE TO LAND ASSIGNMENT HOLDERS

The Tribe, in conjunction with Wittenberg Telephone/Cirrinity, is bringing high speed internet to the reservation and surrounding communities in partnership with Wittenberg Telephone. Part of this process involves preparing the route for the high-speed fiber along the roadway and the route to individual homes that sign up for this service.

As part of the route preparation, tribal employees and others authorized by the Tribe may be on various land assignments from the Tribe and along tribal roadways marking the route, designating wetlands and invasive species areas to ensure proper precautions are taken.

These activities will largely be occurring from July 2020 to June 2021.

If you have any questions about the project or these activities, please feel free to contact broadband@mohican-nsn.gov.
Date: 6-9-2020

From:
Scott Nyman
CEO
Wittenberg Telephone Company/Cirrinity

Subject:
Your Neighborhood is becoming a “FIBERhood”

To whom it may concern,

Begin in late summer 2020 we will begin construction on Central Wisconsin’s fastest internet in your community. This project will deliver fiber optic cable all the way to your home or business which enables us to deliver superior speeds and bulletproof reliability. Per the Wisconsin Realtors Association having fiber optic connection at your home can increase your home value by a minimum of $5000.
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Contact us to sign up today so when construction rolls through your area you are able to hook up to our top-notch Internet and TV... making your neighborhood a “FIBERhood”.

Please call us at (715)623-0558

Thank you,
Scott Nyman
snyman@cirrinity.net
(715)623-0558
What’s next? While you wait we get busy!!! REAL busy!!!!

Our goal is to bring you Fiber Service as quickly as possible. We have mapped out areas and a plan to build the network to your community. We’ll do our best to contact you before we begin construction and affect any items in your yard. You will see markings show up first from us location underground facilities to protect them and not slow down the project. We’ll then have a contact discuss with you any obstacles you may have buried(Underground dog fence, sprinkler lines, Etc.) and plan the best path to your home. Construction is disruptive in one way or another and our goal is to minimize disruption for our communities and it’s residents.

1. Building FUTURE PROOF networks takes time. We’re are burying fiber one foot at a time and consider how many miles we have to cover just to get to your street.
2. Your neighbor might get fiber installed before you. It’s ok we’re coming.
3. Installation differences may occur.
4. Unforeseen circumstances can arise and delay our installation. We do everything we can to prevent this however anything from supplies to weather can delay our project.
5. We’re very efficient when we can be and do our best to identify roadblocks before they arise.

You’ll then notice things showing up. First the Fiber Pedestal

---

**Fiber Pedestal**

Fiber pedestals are green boxes above ground and located along the right of way section of your property that connect to a Fiber vault. Fiber optic cable is run from the pedestal to a NID on the side of your home.
Second the Fiber Drop across your yard.

Third a Network Interface Device NID or Fiber Housing. These are most commonly installed where other utilities enter your home such as power.
Finally, once these steps are complete, we will schedule a time for a Technician to come to your home and install an **Indoor Fiber Jumper** to our **Optical Network Termination/Router**. Then you are free to connect and enjoy Central Wisconsin’s fastest Broadband Internet.  **UNLIMITED.**